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ABSTRACT:
Industrial specialization of the Russian Far Eastern cities is one of the most urgent topics of the Russian researches in such areas as industry economy, efficiency of using industrial productive sources, regional economy, and innovation economy. The main science and practice challenge of the research is the problems that restrain the transition of industry in Russian Far Eastern cities to the innovation economy. The goal of the article is to update on the problems of the modern specialization of Far Eastern cities taking into account the innovation factor of the regional economy development. Methodologically the article is based on general provisions of the modern economic science, particularly, the theory of productive forces' development, concept of innovative development, theory of human capital applied by using the system analysis. The authors stipulate the specificity of forming and developing industry of Russian cities in the Far East, define the accelerated industrialization on the innovation platform as a basis of sustainable growth of Eastern territories, provide industrial specialization of strategically important cities of the Russian Far East, reveal problems of industrial development for the period of 1990-2000, consider peculiarities of innovation financing of the region and providing the regional economy with qualified labor force. Based on this, the authors define the potential of developing the industry and its specialization in strategically important cities of the Russian Far East for the period of up to 2025.
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RESUMEN:
La especialización industrial de las ciudades rusas del Lejano Oriente es uno de los temas más urgentes de las investigaciones rusas en áreas como la economía industrial, la eficiencia en el uso de fuentes productivas industriales, la economía regional y la economía de la innovación. El principal desafío científico y práctico de la investigación son los problemas que restringen la transición de la industria en las ciudades rusas del Lejano Oriente hacia la economía de la innovación. El objetivo del artículo es actualizar los problemas de la especialización moderna de las ciudades del Lejano Oriente tomando en cuenta el factor de innovación del desarrollo de la economía regional. Metodológicamente el artículo se basa en las disposiciones generales de la ciencia económica moderna, en particular, la teoría del desarrollo de las fuerzas productivas, el concepto de desarrollo innovador, la teoría del capital humano aplicada mediante el uso del análisis del sistema. Los autores estipulan la especificidad de la formación y desarrollo de la industria de las ciudades rusas en el Lejano Oriente, definen la acelerada industrialización en la plataforma de innovación como base del crecimiento sostenible de los territorios orientales, proporcionan la especialización industrial de ciudades estratégicamente importantes del Lejano Oriente ruso, revelan los problemas del desarrollo industrial para el periodo 1990-2000, consideran las peculiaridades del financiamiento de la innovación en la región y proporcionan a la economía regional mano de obra calificada. Con base en esto, los autores definen el potencial del desarrollo de la industria y su especialización en ciudades estratégicamente importantes del Lejano Oriente ruso para el periodo de hasta
1. Introduction

The research of problems on developing Russian territories, especially Eastern that are traditionally considered as sparsely populated and remote from the center, is one of the most urgent areas of the modern Russian science. It is extremely important practically both for Russia and its economic and political partners. Industrial specialization of the Far Eastern cities is an important economical problem, the solving of which is a guarantee of the further acquisition of the region, improvement of competitiveness of products made by the Far Eastern enterprises, efficient functioning of the Far Eastern industrial complex and the whole regional economy in general.

Historically industry has played an important role in the economy of the Russian Far East. It ensured active and balanced development of economy of the region’s cities. Various industrial areas accumulated considerable production and scientific and technological potential. However, for the years of reforming the economy industrial specialization has considerably transformed, and now it complies with market criteria of the open economy rather than strategic priorities of the national development of Russia. The further development of industrial specialization of key cities considered in the context of innovation development supposes the analysis of a number of structural, investment, technological aspects of developments, as well as studying issues related to the reproduction of human capital and research potential. The goal of this research is to update on the problems of the modern specialization of industry of the Russian Far Eastern cities in terms of the innovation type of the regional economy development.


In their conclusions and offers the majority of researchers follow the concept of the long-term progressive development of the region and its strategically important cities on the innovation basis. However, today's realities set new challenges to researchers and practitioners and objectively expand a range of scientific inquiry of practical problems.

2. Methods

The methodological basis of the article includes general provisions of the modern economic science, in particular theory of development and allocation of production forces, concept of innovation development, theory of human capital, theory of regional growth, general theory of adaptation applied through the system analysis. In terms of methods, the research is based on methods of economic and institutional analysis, comparative researches, expert reviews, structural and statistical analysis, social and economic forecasting, as well as on approaches applied in the global practice of taking management decisions.

The use of the system approach takes into account the specificity of the research object. The latter is interpreted as the specialization of the Russian Far Eastern industry. The authors are based on the classical conceptual framework that has been developed by the global science and allows to objectively and reasonably research the innovation factor of industry development in Russian cities in its dynamics.

3. Results

The development of economy of any territory comes with the production specialization both in terms of
Today as a country with the longest borders Russia transfers the functions of the safety guarantor to its regions, the largest of whose is the Far East. Since the XIXth century up to now the factors that substantiate the need to provide a high level of innovation development have not changed: important geostrategic position of the region, large deposits of natural resources, and neighborhood with heavily populated Asian countries. Over the previous century the role of the Far Eastern region as a forward position of Russia had not only been lost but become even stronger as a result of integration of Russia in Asia with its powerful economic and political players – China, the Republic of Korea, Japan, and the USA. The researchers define the accelerated industrialization based on innovation and development of the human capital to improve the economy competitiveness as a basis for sustainable growth of both the
As a consequence of the accumulated technological potential and implementation of the programs on developing the Far Eastern Federal District (FEFD), by now the following specialization of large cities in the Far East has been formed (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Size of the population, thous. persons</th>
<th>Basic areas of the city economy specialization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Vladivostok           | 623                                    | Transport: sea, docks, air, railway, highway  
Industry: machine building, shipbuilding, ship repair, tool engineering, fishing industry, research center of the Academy of Sciences of the Russian Federation, higher education |
| Khabarovsk            | 586                                    | Transport: air, railway, water, highway  
Industry: machine building, shipbuilding, ship tool industry, oil processing, power plant industry  
Research center and higher education |
| Yakutsk               | 295                                    | Transport: air, highway  
Industry: diamond  
Higher education |
| Komsomolsk-on-Amur    | 260                                    | Transport: air, railway, water, highway  
Industries of specialization: shipbuilding, aircraft engineering, oil processing.  
Higher education |
| Blagoveshchensk       | 221                                    | Transport: air, railway, water, highway  
Industry: power sector, machine building, shipbuilding, gold mining, agricultural processing.  
Higher education. |
| Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk     | 193                                    | Transport: air, railway, highway.  
Industry: fishing industry, agricultural processing.  
Higher education |
| Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky | 180                               | Transport: air, water, highway.  
Industry: ship repair, fish industry.  
Higher education. |
| Ussuriysk             | 188                                    | Food industry, machine building, transport (railway, highway) |
| Nakhodka              | 160                                    | Transport: railway, water, highway; ship repair industry. |
| Artem                 | 112                                    | Transport: railway, water, highway. |
| Magadan               | 102                                    | Transport: air, water, highway.  
Industry: mine engineering, ship repair, fish industry |
As seen in Table 1, the region’s industry is represented by a wide range of mining and machine-building areas, which automatically creates the space for the innovation breakthrough. However, over the recent decades a sort of slowdown of the industry development in the Far Eastern Region has been observed. To a great degree, it is related to general problems of the development of Russia, the economy of which tends to decreasing tempos of growth and restraining the innovation process. It is expressed in slowing down the dynamics of the country’s labor efficiency (Table 2).

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Index of labor efficiency in total in the economy as to the previous year</td>
<td>103.2</td>
<td>103.8</td>
<td>103.5</td>
<td>101.8</td>
<td>100.7</td>
<td>97.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of products of highly technological and research-driven areas in the gross domestic product, %</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal expenditures for researches and developments, in percent from the gross domestic product as a whole in the Russian Federation</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of organizations that carry out technological innovations, %</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is a similar situation in the FEFD. For example, in Primorsky Krai only 50 enterprises out of 70 thousand fulfill innovation processes. At the same time, they are fulfilled not in advanced productions, and not always cause an increase in the economy competitiveness (Table 3).

Table 3
Number of Organizations that Make Researches and Developments by Sectors of Activity (Primorski Krai. Social and Economic Indicators: Statistical Annual, 2016)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of organizations</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>including</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>state</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>entrepreneurial</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>higher education</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-commercial</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is possible to note the historical regularity of the gradual decrease in the efficiency of acquiring the Far Eastern territories related to the replacement of priorities of the Russian government (Table 4) in favor of preferential development of Western territories.

Table 4
Fulfilling Investment Tasks of the Far East and Trans-Baikal Development Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document, decision</th>
<th>Fulfilling tasks,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A low level of acquiring investments in the 1980-2000s stipulated rather low competitiveness of the region’s products. In its turn it caused the fact that foreign partners got interested only in the limited segment of the Far Eastern natural resources. In the 1990s in the context of deficit of active investment policy structural shifts in the regional economy became regressive. It was expressed in the quick degradation of its technological structure. At the same time the most serious regress covered principle areas of the specialization of the region’s industrial production, namely ship building, ship repair, fish industry, military machine-building and instrument engineering.

Along with this, the Far East is the main part of the modern Russia where economy can be developed both extensively and intensively. The source of extensive development is large deposits of strategic types of natural resources found in the region. The source of intensive development is the innovation factor expressed above all in the volumes of financing innovations, size and level of qualified personnel preparation.

### 4. Discussion

Today the Far Eastern economy is mainly focused on mining and selling raw materials. In the region there are the largest deposits of hydrocarbons, coal, diamonds, large deposits of ferrous, non-ferrous and rare metals, and other mineral resources. The Far Eastern territories have a great power potential including deposits and resources of oil, gas, condensate, coal, natural uranium, as well as resources of the hydro-, tidal, wing and geothermal power. There is serious potential of developing some segments of machine-building, double-purposed productions (military and civil), processing strategically important types of raw materials for getting products of high degree of preparation. An important direction of developing cities is areas providing infrastructure to solve international economic and political problems: military and civil production, army and fleet servicing, construction of transportation and trading infrastructure of the global level, formation of the tourist infrastructure, tighter populating of border territories, etc. Technological equipment of goods production and services along with modern marketing strategies are considered today as a main factor of improving real competitiveness of industrial enterprises. It is an urgent task to create a reasonable and flexible system of regulating access of foreign producers to the Russian market in accordance with the existing practice of international economic relations. The combination of free trading and protectionism is an integral feature of external economic policy of developed countries that must be characteristic of Russia and its regional policy.

In the 2000s the President of the Russian Federation declared the focus of the national economy on innovation development, and in the situation, where there is a deficit of internal investments of the research and technical progress, the state has to finance essential researches and carry out applied developments, mainly, at the expense of budgetary funds. In order to create the innovation economy in Russia, and in the Far East in particular, first of all, large-scale investments, their diversification, and efficient acquisition are required.

According to the researches’ data of the Presidium of the Russian Academy of Sciences, by the volume of budgetary assignations for civil researches and developments Russia is in the top five of the leading world states: the USA – $62.7 bln., China – $59.1 bln., Japan – $33.1 bln., and Russia – $18.5 bln. The share of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decision</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decision of the All-Russian Central Executive Committee and the Central Committee of the All-Union Communist Party of the Bolsheviks dated 1930</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and Council of Ministers of the USSR dated 1967</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and Council of Ministers of the USSR dated 1972</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table was taken from the report of V.I. Ishaev, Governor of Khabarovsk Krai (1991-2009) “Strategy of Developing the Far East in the Changing World” at the international symposium on May 6, 2003 “Strategy of Developing the Far East in the Changing World”.

A low level of acquiring investments in the 1980-2000s stipulated rather low competitiveness of the region’s products. In its turn it caused the fact that foreign partners got interested only in the limited segment of the Far Eastern natural resources. In the 1990s in the context of deficit of active investment policy structural shifts in the regional economy became regressive. It was expressed in the quick degradation of its technological structure. At the same time the most serious regress covered principle areas of the specialization of the region’s industrial production, namely ship building, ship repair, fish industry, military machine-building and instrument engineering.

Along with this, the Far East is the main part of the modern Russia where economy can be developed both extensively and intensively. The source of extensive development is large deposits of strategic types of natural resources found in the region. The source of intensive development is the innovation factor expressed above all in the volumes of financing innovations, size and level of qualified personnel preparation.
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Today the Far Eastern economy is mainly focused on mining and selling raw materials. In the region there are the largest deposits of hydrocarbons, coal, diamonds, large deposits of ferrous, non-ferrous and rare metals, and other mineral resources. The Far Eastern territories have a great power potential including deposits and resources of oil, gas, condensate, coal, natural uranium, as well as resources of the hydro-, tidal, wing and geothermal power. There is serious potential of developing some segments of machine-building, double-purposed productions (military and civil), processing strategically important types of raw materials for getting products of high degree of preparation. An important direction of developing cities is areas providing infrastructure to solve international economic and political problems: military and civil production, army and fleet servicing, construction of transportation and trading infrastructure of the global level, formation of the tourist infrastructure, tighter populating of border territories, etc. Technological equipment of goods production and services along with modern marketing strategies are considered today as a main factor of improving real competitiveness of industrial enterprises. It is an urgent task to create a reasonable and flexible system of regulating access of foreign producers to the Russian market in accordance with the existing practice of international economic relations. The combination of free trading and protectionism is an integral feature of external economic policy of developed countries that must be characteristic of Russia and its regional policy.

In the 2000s the President of the Russian Federation declared the focus of the national economy on innovation development, and in the situation, where there is a deficit of internal investments of the research and technical progress, the state has to finance essential researches and carry out applied developments, mainly, at the expense of budgetary funds. In order to create the innovation economy in Russia, and in the Far East in particular, first of all, large-scale investments, their diversification, and efficient acquisition are required.

According to the researches’ data of the Presidium of the Russian Academy of Sciences, by the volume of budgetary assignations for civil researches and developments Russia is in the top five of the leading world states: the USA – $62.7 bln., China – $59.1 bln., Japan – $33.1 bln., and Russia – $18.5 bln. The share of
The main factor of innovation development is to maintain and reproduce human capital expressed in the actual availability of highly qualified labor force. Over the years of Soviet construction the Far Eastern region had accumulated considerable labor potential that to a certain degree was lost during the 1990-2000s. During the 1992-2016 the size of the region’s population decreased by 1.8 mln. persons or by 22.7%, its age structure changed in favor of old people: while in 1991 the share of youth had been 27.6%, in 2000 it was 21.4%, and in 2015 - 18.6%.

The main demographic problem of the region during the above period was the development of internal migration flows from the east to the west. The Far Eastern cities of Russia became donators for Western Russian megalopolises. The latest urban researches show that independent population successively migrates to cities with the size of population of more than 500 thous. Persons, where a relatively high quality of the urban environment is formed (Tokareva 2007). It is necessary to take into account higher mobility of the modern population: it is less tied to the territory, parents’ house, its small Motherland, and is more focused on jobs with good prospects, life quality, opportunities to spend leisure in an interesting manner, and travel. In particular, the population of the city of Vladivostok – the southernmost administrative center of the FEFD – increases mainly at the expense of the migration component, namely at the expense of population moving from the northern cities of Primorsky Krai and the whole Far East. In its turn, Vladivostok gives its population in favor of large Western cities of Russia and thus forms the “east–west” migration direction (instead of the “west–east” movement during the Soviet time). According to the Ministry of Economic Development of Russia, if the current tendencies do not change, during the 2010-2020 the outflow of population from the Far Eastern periphery to large Western cities of the country can make up to 2 mln. persons.

As a whole, over the recent quarter-century the demographic potential of the Far East has returned by more than it was 40 years ago to the level of the first half of the 1970s. Such decrease in the population is equal to the loss of three such cities as the modern Vladivostok. A number of employable, professionally qualified citizens have suffered most of all because these are they who leave the region and take away their children who are the labor reserve of the region (Osipov and Krasova 2015).

Thus, the 1990-2000s epoch showed how weak and instable the human potential could be under unfavorable market conditions. Nevertheless, in spite of the negative tendencies with the population, it is necessary to note the decrease in the tempos of the population fall in the 2010s, gradual breakaway from the demographic depression and return to the migration policy of populating and reclaiming the region based on the research and technical progress and using advantages of the qualified labor force. Due to both the state support of the region, especially during the APEC summit in 2012, and the activation of the internal competitive environment in the FEFD, indicators of the natural growth of the population, share of
population with substandard income and some others have positive dynamics. In particular, the economy of Primorsky Krai is also characterized by a reversal of negative tendencies (Table 5).

Table 5
Basic Indicators of Social Development of Primorsky Krai
(Primorski Krai. Social and Economic Indicators: Statistical Annual, 2016)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size of permanent population (as on the end of the year), thous. persons</td>
<td>1,950.5</td>
<td>1,947.3</td>
<td>1,938.5</td>
<td>1,933.3</td>
<td>1,929.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural growth, decrease (-) of the population, thous. persons</td>
<td>-4.1</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average annual number of those who are involved in economy (recorded labor resources), thous. persons</td>
<td>983.5</td>
<td>982.6</td>
<td>978.5</td>
<td>973.9</td>
<td>970.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average monthly nominal gross payroll of those who work in organizations, RUB</td>
<td>24,423</td>
<td>27,445</td>
<td>29,966</td>
<td>32,431</td>
<td>33,807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real wages, in % as to the previous period</td>
<td>104.2</td>
<td>106.4</td>
<td>102.8</td>
<td>100.8</td>
<td>90.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of the population with the monetary income of not less than the living wage, in % from the total size of the population</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>14.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Today the FEFD continues remaining a center of training specialists in many areas and specializations, as well as one of the largest research centers in Russia. Support of the state in the 2000-2010s allows maintaining a sufficient level of intensity and efficiency of the research process although the potential of the Far Eastern science is far from exhausted. In particular, for more than a decade period of 2005-2015, an average number of people involved in researches had not decreased but increased by 206 persons or by 3%. Besides, the ratio of the Far Eastern people in the all-Russian number of researchers was maintained. It was on the level of 1.8% (Regions of Russia. Social and Economic Indicators – 2016, n. d.). In the context of decreasing the size of employable population, it could be estimated as a positive feature.

Figure 1
Dynamics of the Number of Researchers Both In Total and in the Technical Sciences of the FEFD (Regions of Russia. Social and Economic Indicators – 2016, n. d.)
A great number of technicians as compared to the all-Russian level come into the spotlight. While on average in Russia their ratio in the total number of researchers is 16.6%, in the Far East this number is 29.6%, i.e. almost one third.

About 57% of the Far Eastern researchers have a scientific degree, which is considerably higher than as a whole in Russia where this indicator is only 29%. At the same time Doctors make up only 30% in the total number of researchers with a degree assuming that in Russia this indicator is 25%. In total, there are 1.1 thous. Doctors of Sciences who work in the FEFD, or this is 4.1% of all Doctors of Science in Russia. There are 2.7 thous. Candidates of Sciences in the FEFD, or 3.2% of all Candidates of Sciences in Russia (Regions of Russia. Social and Economic Indicators – 2016, n. d.). If to compare the number of scientists with the total size of population, it is possible to say that in the Russian Far East there is one scientist with a degree per each 1,500 persons.

The decrease in the number of young scientists who take post-graduate courses is a troubling sign for the Far Eastern science. For the long-term period of 2005-2015 the number of post-graduates in research and educational establishments of the FEFD had decreased by 1.4 thous. persons or by 31.5%. On the background of the all-Russian decrease in the number of post-graduates (23%) this indicator looks depressing. The decrease in the number of postdoctoral researchers looks even more serious. However, to a greater degree the decrease in their number is related to reforming the institute of higher doctorate itself.

Based on the Forecast of the Long-term Social and Economic development of the Russian Federation for the Period of up to 2030 developed by the Ministry of Economic Development of the Russian Federation (Forecast of the Long-Term Social and Economic Development of the Russian Federation for the Period of Up To 2030, n. d.), Strategy of the Social and Economic Development of the Far East and Baikal region for the Period of up to 2025 (Strategy of Social and Economic Development of the Far East and the Baikal Region for the Period Up To 2025, n. d.), as well as based on the analysis of the current social and economic and agglomeration development, the authors calculated the potential of developing industry of Far Eastern cities up to 2030. The made calculations comply with the optimistic scenario of the region’s development (Table 6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Potential of</th>
<th>Potential of</th>
<th>Top priority areas of the city</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Thus, by 2025 there is a potential of twofold and threefold increase in production in the area of mining, resources’ processing, construction, and transport. Education will remain the most important area of specialization. At the same time, first of all those directions will develop that provide top priority areas of specialization.

5. Conclusion
The research of problems of resourceful and innovation potential of the Far Eastern region’s economy made it possible to make the following conclusions:
1. Cities of the Far Eastern region of Russia were established and extended simultaneously with the active acquisition of the eastern territories of the country. The development of industry in cities was also based on using the results of the scientific and technological progress and creating the advanced productions, including strategically important resource producing, processing and military.

2. The Russian state focuses on intensive development of its eastern territories. Functions of the largest Far Eastern cities as political and economic centers, as well as territories with a high level of industry developments, highly qualified personnel and high quality of life, entirely maintain their urgency.

3. The Far Eastern cities have an accurate specialization of the industrial production that develops on the specificity of the resourceful base, size of the population and role in the political life of the country.

4. Historically social and economic development of the Far Eastern cities has irregular dynamics. In 1990-2000s the active growth of cities was replaced by the fall and decrease in the product competitiveness. Now there is a course on innovation development of territories that will allow overcoming technological arrears of the region’s enterprises, and set positive tendencies of the industrial production.

5. Labor potential, qualified labor forces are the most important factors of the innovation development of territories. In 1990-2000s during the transfer to the market economy, negative tendencies of forming labor resources and outflow of qualified personnel were allowed. The further development of the human capital of the region depends on the tendencies of the general economic development and implementation of its innovation component.

6. The implementation of the innovation model of the region’s economy development allows to improve the potential of industrial production in cities several times and considerably improve the region’s positions in terms of its product competitiveness.

In the medium- and long-term perspective the strategically important cities of the Russian Far East must turn into important centers of the economic, political and cultural development in the Asia-Pacific region. The place of Russia in the global economy will depend on the direction of economic, innovation, political and social processes in the Far East.
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